
Hospital Management Meets Elite Sports Teams in Virtual Roundtable

Canon Medical proudly announces an insightful roundtable discussion on effective leadership and team management. Titled "Management in
Motion: Exploring Synergies Between Hospital Management and Elite Level Sports Teams," this dynamic event is scheduled for October 3, at 8
pm CEST, offering invaluable insights for C-suite executives, decision-makers, and healthcare professionals.

 

In an era of convergence, Canon Medical brings together two seemingly disparate worlds — hospital management and elite sports teams — to
uncover the common threads of excellence that bind them. The virtual roundtable will delve into the remarkable parallels between these
domains, leveraging the expertise of distinguished thought leaders to illuminate the path to success.

 

"Management in Motion" presents an exceptional dialogue featuring Sir Clive Woodward, an icon in sports leadership, and Prof. Fiona J. Gilbert,
a distinguished authority in healthcare management and radiology. Guiding the discussion is Dr. Hiroyuki Fujita, an accomplished moderator
renowned for his insights into team dynamics and innovation.

 

This roundtable transcends traditional boundaries, offering practical strategies that resonate with professionals across industries. By dissecting
the role of strong values in driving achievements, participants will uncover actionable insights that can transform their approach to team
management.

 

As a global leader in medical technology and solutions, Canon Medical is dedicated to facilitating meaningful conversations that shape the future
of leadership and innovation. "Management in Motion" exemplifies our commitment to fostering cross-industry collaboration and excellence.

 

Don't miss this unique opportunity to engage with thought leaders and industry peers, gaining access to a wealth of insights that can elevate your
team's performance. Secure your spot at the roundtable by registering today via the Canon Medical website.
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